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With his duel fast approaching, Lindon is locked away in prison.As a Blackflame, he is too
dangerous to remain free. The Skysworn, protectors of the Empire, have imprisoned him to keep
him under control until the day of his promised fight arrives.When it does, he will face Jai
Long.But a new danger approaches the Empire, closer every day. Only the Skysworn stand
between the people of the land and total annihilation.And Lindon may be forced to join them.
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slightly older than this book. By the time you’re old enough to read this, our robot overlords will
have already outlawed reading.All hail the machines.1Jai Daishou labored up the side of the
sharp peak alone, madra trickling through his body in a pathetic dribble. The white metal strands
of his hair flogged his back with each step as he pressed against the wind, moving higher with
every step.Remnants blacker than the night sky lined his path. They were voids against the
stars, their caws like shattering glass, their feathers drifting down like shredded shadows. The
feathers hissed as they landed on the rocks, eating into the stone. They had dissolved his shoes
already, but an Underlord’s flesh was not so easily seared away.He felt his weakness in every
step, as agony traveled up his ankles and into his spine like lightning. His spirit was no longer
strong enough to prop up his fragile body.A month ago, he could have made this journey without
pain. But back then, he’d still had options. Many plans in play, many pieces on the board. He had
already been dying, but not so quickly.Now, he only wanted his clan to outlive him. Anything that
prolonged the life of the Jai clan was a virtue. No matter what it cost.As raven Remnants
screeched at him, he climbed toward a gamble he never would have made, had he any other
choice.This was the first of his last hopes.He reached the end of the road, a sharp cliff
overlooking an ocean of clouds. It stretched out before him as though he stood before the end of
the world, and overhead the stars glared down at him.Mist swirled before the cliff as something
moved beneath the cloud’s surface. An instant later, wings of shadow rose from the gray cloud.
Each of these wings was the size of a ship’s sail, and the head that followed was bigger than a
horse. It looked like a bird formed from living ink.The vast raven filled his vision, floating in the air
with still wings. It remained motionless, not disturbing the icy wind with a single flap, drifting like
a ghost instead of a living thing. Curls of darkness rose from its feathers.Jai Daishou inclined his
head. As a supplicant, he should have bowed, but his back had locked up so tight he thought he
might fold over backwards. His lack of respect might kill him, and that thought chilled him as
much as the Remnant’s presence. No matter how much he had prepared to throw his own life
away if necessary, nothing could prepare him to come face-to-face with a spirit of death.“I greet
you, Lord of Specters, and I come with an offering.” From his robes, he produced an ebony box,
holding it out in both hands. He could only hope the spirit heard him over the screeching of its
flock.Not all those who sought the Remnant’s services brought an offering, but the wise did. It
was quite separate from the raven’s price, but a freely given offering bought a measure of
protection. Returning a gift with betrayal incurred a soul-debt, which the Remnant should want to
avoid.A gift would not save Jai Daishou if he truly offended the Lord of Specters, but it couldn’t



hurt his chances.Two of the raven Remnants fluttered down from their rocky perches, landing on
his arms. They radiated a cold that infected him, stealing his warmth, seeping even into his
spirit.With an identical motion of two beaks, they flipped open the box.A severed head lay on a
bed of stained velvet, its skin waxy and blue, its tongue swollen out of its mouth. This was a
servant of the Arelius family whose name Jai Daishou had never learned—he had needed a
head, and so he had taken one. Better to steal from his enemies than from his friends.The great
raven opened its beak and inhaled. In the Jai Underlord’s sight, a dark and nebulous mist lifted
from the corpse’s head like smoke from a fire. Death aura had once been difficult for him to see,
until he had learned the trick of it. Until he had become accustomed to its presence.Once the
Remnant had its mouthful, Jai Daishou threw the box—head and all—out over the cliff. It would
have been more polite to kneel and place the container on the ground, but his knees were giving
him almost as much trouble as his back.The Lord of Specters opened its beak once more, and a
voice issued forth like a distant chorus singing a dirge. “Tell us the name of your enemy.” The
screeching bird-spirits grew louder, their discordant song scraping his ears.In the Blackflame
Empire, when you wanted an Underlord dead, you had precious few options.There were
weapons that could do it, but killing an Underlord yourself risked reprisal from their family and
friends. And most assassins were Truegold at best. Any poisons that could affect a body forged
in soulfire would cost a fortune, and the refiners with the skill to make such poisons were difficult
to silence.Still, there were a few specialists, if you had the resources and the fortitude to hire
them. Among them, the Lord of Specters was the most…palatable.“The feud between us cannot
be solved except by blood,” Jai Daishou said, raising his voice over the smaller, squawking
Remnants. “I cannot kill him, and I fear that when I die, his family will tear mine apart.”The raven
remained silent, listening. Some legends said that if the Lord found your reasons insufficient, it
would feed you to its flock.“His name is Eithan Arelius.”Instantly, the broken-glass screeching of
the ravens died. The night was silent but for the wind, which gasped across the spear-sharp
peaks of the mountain.“Eithan Arelius will not be taken,” the Lord of Specters sang. “Choose
another, or be gone.”Jai Daishou stood in shock, like he’d taken a step forward to find his foot
poised over a chasm. He had come prepared for a failure of negotiations, or for hostility, or for
the Lord of Specters to demand a price too high. But not for an immediate, flat-out refusal.“Lord
of Specters, your servant can prepare a handsome price. Blood essences from life-Remnants
more than a century old. Spirits sworn to your service by oath. Scales of death and shadow from
the Path of the Twisting Abyss. Name any wish, and if it is within your servant’s power, I will fulfill
it.”The Lord finally flapped its great wings, and ice crawled along Jai Daishou’s spirit. His madra
pulsed brightly in his channels, fighting against the darkness—a weaker sacred artist might have
withered in that one gust.“Eithan Arelius is a friend to the flock. He has given us great gifts.”“Only
to protect himself,” Jai Daishou insisted. “He wants to tie you down so that none can hire you
against him; he has no loyalty to you.”“Even so,” the great raven said. “To act against him would
bind our soul with chains of debt. You may name another, but not a feather of ours will harm
Eithan Arelius.”“Let me tell you something about that family,” Mo She said, slamming his clay



mug back down on the tavern table. “You don’t ever take a contract against an Arelius. Not a real
Arelius, anyway. They always see you coming.” Mo She looked like a desiccated corpse
someone had unearthed from an ancient tomb: a skeletal, shriveled man with skin tight over his
bones and hair like drifting scraps of mist.His eyes were mismatched; one a blind, milky white,
and the other a statue’s eye carved of green jade.“And then there’s this Arelius in particular,” Mo
She continued. “He doesn’t just see you when you strike. He saw you when you got up this
morning.”Jai Daishou stiffened in his chair. He may be on the last leg of his mortal journey, but he
was still an Underlord. He had enough power to punish insolence. “You speak of him as though
he were above me.”In the half-empty tavern, quite a few eyes turned to Jai Daishou. The
barkeeper, polishing his counter with a towel, chuckled. A one-legged boy in the corner grinned
at him, mocking.They knew exactly who he was. They knew of his pride, but they showed open
contempt for him anyway.You did not join the Path of the Last Breath if you cared about staying
alive.Mo She held up his hand for peace, taking another drink as he did so. “Me and my boys
would take a contract out on the heavens themselves, if the price was right. Worst that could
happen is we die, right? But going up against somebody who knows you’re coming and can do
something about it…well, there’s a difference between gambling and throwing your money down
a well.”From his robes, Jai Daishou withdrew a gilded box the size of his palm. He clapped it
down onto the table, then slid it across to Mo She.With his thumb, Mo She cracked the lid. As he
did so, a gust of wind pushed the box all the way open, along with a pale green light. Wind aura
gathered around the box, a gentle storm of green, and air rushed and spun all around the box.
Mo She’s brown robes rippled in the wind, and his hair blew away from his face.“A top-grade
scale,” Jai Daishou said. “Forged by the Emperor himself. I have collected seven of these over
the years, for my services to the Empire.” He had never meant to use them as currency, carrying
them instead as badges of honor. But when the enemy was at the gates, you used any weapon
at your disposal.Mo She didn’t have anyone who could swallow the scale directly—it would take
an Underlord to process even a fraction of this scale’s energy—but it could be used to power
weapons of wind madra, to fuel a massive boundary formation, or to nurture wind-aspect sacred
herbs. Failing that, Mo She could just sell it. This was the most valuable coin in the Blackflame
Empire.With clear reluctance on his face, Mo She forced the lid shut. “It’s a pretty offer, but you’d
have to prove to me that he’s not watching us right now. You want somebody for a suicidal
mission, sure, we're your guys. But this is just suicide.”Even in the depths of night, the jungle air
was still hot and choking. Water aura swirled in Jai Daishou’s spiritual sight, almost equal to the
power of wind. But brighter than both was the vivid green of life aura, which made the dense
mesh of vines and trees around him look like an emerald bonfire.The trees loomed over him,
swallowing the sky, filtering the sunlight through their wide leaves. The noise from the jungle's
inhabitants was like a force itself. As ever-present as the heat, that mass of chirps, growls,
screeches, and screams crushed his ears.At the southern edge of the Blackflame Empire, this
lush green expanse had once belonged to the Tanaban clan. Before they had been driven to
extinction by the mad Blackflames.Now, this was the home of a thousand squabbling families,



none large or important enough to be called a clan. If the heavens provided, he could enter and
leave without anyone ever knowing he'd been here.A crash echoed through the jungle, and he
tightened his veil: the technique that hid and contained his power as an Underlord. He forced his
body to hurry despite the sharp pain in his knees, huddling behind a thick bush.A tree lifted one
mass of roots like a leg, taking another step forward, wading through the foliage like a man
through shallow water. It crushed a sapling underfoot, and a panicked squeal cut through the
noises of the jungle.A plump creature the size of a dog shot away from the walking tree,
whimpering loudly. A tenderfoot scurried off, thankfully not in Jai Daishou's direction. If he had to
unveil himself and destroy one of these ancestral trees, the Underlady of the southern jungles
would sense him in a blink.Tenderfoots were like wild pigs with the long, floppy ears of rabbits.
They bred quickly, fed on roots and leaves, and served as prey for most of the jungle.A hand of
vines reached down from the tree and snatched up the tenderfoot, which kicked its legs wildly as
it was shoved into a widening gap in the bark. When the tree crunched down, blood and one
severed leg fell to the ground.There were thousands of ancestral trees in this jungle, and most of
them fed on blood and flesh. When Jai Daishou had flown in on his Thousand-Mile Cloud, he
had seen a dozen of them circling the ocean of leaves like sharks in the surf.He had to withdraw
his spiritual senses in order to maintain his veil, but he estimated this tree was only Jade. The
Lowgolds could move faster, and some of them had developed eyes. The Truegolds could be
crafty, in their way. Above that...This was a vast and wild land. Some of these trees were truly
ancient, and truly powerful.When the tree had finished feeding, a flock of colorful birds fluttered
down from its branches, fighting over the bits of flesh that had fallen from the plant's meal. They
tugged the meat between their beaks, glaring at one another. As they fought, the nearby soil
swirled up as though caught in a sudden wind.Sacred beasts. They lived in the branches of the
ancestral trees, feeding on leftovers and the occasional spirit-fruit the tree produced. In return,
they helped defend their tree against rivals.When the tree had finally gone, Jai Daishou
progressed. The scripted eight-sided plate in his hands glowed softly blue to the north-
northwest, so he headed that way.He wasn't supposed to know the exact location of this prison,
and it would go badly for him if anyone knew he'd marked it for later return. The Deepwalker Ape
had killed thousands before it was finally subdued by the previous Empress, and officially it had
been executed.Unofficially, the bloodthirsty creature had been given to the Underlady of the
South to imprison. One did not simply throw away an Underlord-level sacred beast. Not when it
could be turned to the good of the Empire someday.Jai Daishou intended to turn it to the good of
the Jai clan instead.He finally reached his goal in a clearing: a massive boulder the size of a
house, dropped into a ring of trees as though it had fallen from the sky. Now that he was out of
the shade, the sun beat down so hard that even he began to sweat. A human without a robust
Iron body might have been killed by this heat.The Underlord struck one unremarkable knob of
rock, and a hidden circle lit white. He repeated that process six times in different places, and
finally the aura in the area shimmered and dispersed.A formation designed to lock the boulder in
place. If he hadn't helped design this prison, he would never have been able to remove this lid.



And only careful interrogation of some of his old friends, who had actually placed the seal,
allowed him to find its location.Now, though...He braced his hands against the blistering hot
rock, Enforcing his body with madra. The flow of power strained against his veil, almost revealing
him, but he limited himself to the level of a Truegold. Even so, his soulfire-forged body had
advantages no Gold could ever hope to imitate.Jai Daishou shouted, both to chase away the
pain in his joints and to focus his attention. He pushed against the rocky soil, shoving the
boulder forward.His feet started to dig down into the ground, and he used a quick Ruler
technique to add force aura to his push. Force was not quite his chosen Path—sword aura was a
specific adaptation of force aura, but in practice, they were cousins at best—but his mastery was
such that it was enough. The stone slid away from its resting-place, slamming into a pair of trees
with a crunch and knocking them over.The lid's removal revealed a wide, circular pit ten yards
across. A stench billowed up from within, like blood and sweat and carrion left to rot in the sun,
but its contents were shrouded in absolute darkness.Jai Daishou drew himself up despite the
aching in his back, Enforcing his lungs. “Ape!” he shouted down. “Jai Daishou, Underlord of the
Jai clan, brings you freedom!”Except for the buzz of insects and scream of a distant cat, silence
reigned.He looked to the edges of the hole, where chains thicker than his wrists were still
securely anchored. They were steel with veins of halfsilver, and they should anchor the ape's
madra as well as its massive strength.The last he'd seen the creature, it was half-mad with rage,
and had sworn bloody revenge against the Imperial clan and every Underlord in the Empire. This
beast would be a disaster, one that he was reluctant to unleash on the Empire, but it shouldn't be
too hard to steer it toward the Arelius family first. Afterwards, it could be dealt with.But he had
expected it to howl and rage at the sight of him. Instead, it was quiet. Was it dead? Or had it
learned patience in its long imprisonment?Jai Daishou reached out to the power of the sunlight
around him. There was no light aura in the pit, but it was strong up here. He gathered the light
with his Ruler technique, focusing it, shining it down into the pit as though he were magnifying it
through a telescope.The beam shone down, revealing the distant bottom of the pit. The prison
was a long cylinder, many stories deep, its walls circled with security scripts. The Deepwalker
Ape should have waited at the bottom, staring up at him in rage. Or its body should have lain
there, broken after decades of isolation.Instead, the floor was spotlessly clean. No fur, no muck,
no blood. Nothing.Only two characters scratched into the stone floor, so large that they were
visible from the entrance so far above.Two words: “Nice try.”Jai Daishou didn't need to have seen
the characters before to recognize Eithan Arelius' handwriting.He staggered back from the edge
of the pit, clutching his stomach. All his life, he had heard of people coughing up blood in anger.
He had always thought of it as an expression, an artistic way of illustrating the toxic feel of
anger.But now, he really felt as though he were choking back blood. It had taken him weeks to
reach this jungle, far from his lands. And it cost him a small fortune to keep it secret.All the while,
he had been nothing but a fool dancing in Eithan's hand.Jai Daishou actually did cough then,
and he spat into his palm. The saliva was stained red.So you could cough up blood in rage. Or
perhaps his time was even closer than he'd thought.In a fury, Jai Daishou tore away the veil over



his core, uncaring of the consequences. He cycled his madra to its limit, and white blades of
light shredded the trees, tearing apart the forest in time with his rage.The Deepwalker Ape had
been the last piece he could play with only one life on the line. The last weapon he could buy so
cheaply.But now? Now, he would see Eithan dead at any cost. If his clan had to burn, if the
Empire itself did, Eithan Arelius would burn with it.Lindon sat with legs crossed, surrounded by a
ring of fifty candles. With his eyes shut, he could feel the aura around him.Fire aura, bright and
red, radiated from each of the candles. He pulled wisps of it into his core, pushing it through his
madra channels in time with each of his slow, measured breaths.In his time here—however long
that had been—he had reached a deeper understanding of the Path of Black Flame. At first, he
had seen fire and destruction as two entirely separate powers. He had wondered how he could
possibly train both, without access to a dragon's den like the one in Serpent's Grave.But the
aura of fire and destruction went hand-in-hand. Even now, tiny sparks of black power surrounded
the wicks of the fifty candles as they were burned away by the flames. Destruction aura. He
could harvest almost five times as much fire aura as destruction, but he limited himself. Balance
was important...or so he'd learned after his madra had revolted and he'd scorched the back of
his hand.In his core, he visualized a stone wheel grinding away with a deliberate, agonizingly
slow rhythm. It pushed at the boundaries of his core, stretching him, expanding his spirit.Even
after all this time, the Heaven and Earth Purification Wheel still felt like breathing through a thin
straw. Sweat covered his forehead, his lungs burned, and each inhale was ragged. Only
determination kept him breathing in time with the cycling technique.Of course, it was more than
just the restrictive technique that was making him feel trapped. There was also the fact that he
was, quite literally, in prison. Not that you'd know it from his surroundings.The Skysworn had
brought him here directly after leaving Serpent's Grave. They had dumped him into this room
and left without answering a single question. If not for his twice-daily meals, he would assume
that they had forgotten him.At first, he hadn't thought of these rooms as a prison cell. They didn't
look like one. For one thing, they were rooms. He had a privy equipped with water-generating
constructs, a small bedroom, and a sitting-room. The furniture was polished and finely carved,
and the walls were smooth wood. His meals were simple but varied, and he was served tea with
each one.He wanted to burn through the walls and escape.Every time he shut his eyes to cycle,
it felt as though the walls shrunk to an inch from his skin. He remembered his time sealed in the
Transcendent Ruins, and sometimes he had to snap his eyes open to remind himself that he
wasn't still there.He actually had burned through a panel of the wooden wall to see if escape was
possible. The wood was only a finger thick, with scripted stone beneath that did not give way to
Blackflame. If he became more desperate, he might try blasting through even that.He needed
out. He didn't even know how long he'd been here—he had no window by which to judge the
passing of time, and they'd confiscated his pack. He could have counted meal deliveries, but he
hadn't thought of that until it was too late. The duel with Jai Long was approaching, and he
wasn't ready. They might wrench open his door one day and haul him to his death.It couldn’t
have been more than a week. Could it?Even if freedom was too much to ask, he just needed a



word. He could speak to his jailors through the door as they delivered his meal, and they would
provide him with any reasonable request. They'd given him a few books on cycling theory,
several loads of candles, and a new teacup when he'd broken his first. But they wouldn't speak
to him. He was at the point where he would trade one of his meals for a single—Boots tapped
against the stone outside. Mealtime already.The steps grew louder, and he snapped out of his
cycling trance. He jumped to his feet, wiping the sweat from his face and preparing a smile. They
glanced in sometimes, and he wanted them to see him in control and friendly, not desperate.
They might take desperation as hostility, and treat him as an enemy. An enemy might never get
out.The boots stopped. The top half of his wooden door could swing open separately, leaving
the bottom half in place. There were bars behind the top half, and they could hand him his food
and tea through the bars. Unfortunately, that always gave him a clear look at the person who was
refusing to talk to him. If they were faceless, sliding his meals under the door, maybe he could
forget that they were humans at all. Pretend that his food was delivered by construct.As he had
for every other meal delivery, he stood with back straight and waited with a smile for the top half
to swing open.This time, he was left smiling at his door. Firmly shut.He kept his expression in
place as each breath stretched on. He hadn't heard anyone walk away, so surely someone was
still there. Was this silence designed to make him uncomfortable? Or had it only been a few
seconds, and his frantic mind was stretching each instant into an eternity?He took three
deliberate breaths and confirmed that no, they really were making him wait. Why? Every other
day, they had simply delivered the food.An instant later, he was given his answer.The door
swung open.Normally, a balding old man delivered a box with his meal in it, collected his old
box, and left without a word. Lindon had deliberately not picked up his old box today, in the
hopes of prodding a sentence out of the man—a demand, a curse, anything. It hadn't worked
when he'd tried that before, as the man had simply gestured and the wind had carried Lindon's
empty box to him, but surely anything worth trying was worth trying twice.Eithan and Yerin stood
outside, both smiling.The Underlord had a smug grin on his face, hands in the pockets of his
blue silk robes, long yellow hair tied behind him. He looked like a child who had the satisfaction
of seeing a trick he'd pulled work flawlessly.Yerin's smile came with a breath of relief, as though
she hadn't expected to find him here. He stared at her like he hadn't seen her for months: her
skin covered by razor-thin scars, her black robes sliced and tattered, and two silver blades
hanging over her shoulders. A sword was buckled onto her hip, strapped onto a red belt that
seemed to be made of liquid...or perhaps a living Remnant.Even after all the times she’d saved
his life, he’d still never been happier to see her.Eithan...he couldn't be quite so happy to see
Eithan. Usually, when the Arelius Patriarch popped up unannounced, that meant he was about to
put Lindon through something dangerous.Lindon stared at them for longer than was appropriate.
He knew his eyes were wide and his lips parted, but he still couldn't quite believe that they were
here. Now, with no hint and no warning.“You like looking at me so much, I might get the wrong
idea,” Yerin said, grinning and rapping her knuckles on the lower half of the door, which was still
shut. “You going to ask us in, or what?”Lindon stammered for a few moments before saying,



“...in? You're not coming to get me out?”Eithan put on an offended look even as he levered the
handle and slid the rest of the door open. “Get you out? After all the trouble we went through
breaking in here? That would just be rude.”He shut both halves of the door behind them when
they entered.Yerin glanced around the room and nodded approvingly. “Not bad. Can't even call
this a proper prison, can you?”Eithan ran his hands over the scorched hole in the wall paneling.
“Ah, what happened here? Training accident?”“No, I was trying to escape. I stopped because I
thought you might come for me.”“Just to visit you,” Eithan said, leaning against the wall and
folding his arms. “Looks like you have a cozy place to call your own. I wouldn't want to ruin
that.”Lindon had no response.Yerin kicked the side of Eithan's leg so hard that it sounded like a
hammer hitting the ground, but the Underlord didn't so much as flinch.“The Skysworn say they
haven't arrested you,” Yerin explained. “They like to fiddle with words. Basically, they're keeping
you like a fish in a pond so they can keep an eye on you. You're not in danger.”That was a relief,
but it didn't explain why they weren't freeing him.Eithan buffed his fingernails on the edge of his
robe. “I'd prefer not to antagonize the Skysworn more than I already have, but I couldn't let your
training stagnate with such an important deadline looming. So I decided to bring the training to
you! We can all three continue our pursuits in this very room. Convenient, isn't it?”Lindon
wouldn't have called it convenient, but he still had to admit he was greatly relieved to see them
here. At least he wouldn't be alone anymore. And there were some burning questions he finally
had the chance to ask.From his pocket, he withdrew a glass ball that burned with a blue flame in
the very center. The Skysworn had confiscated it from him—along with most of his belongings—
when they brought him here, but it had appeared beside him one morning when he woke
up.“You showed me something like this before,” Lindon said, voice low. “Where did you get
it?”Eithan tapped his fingers together. “That's an interesting first question. You don't want to
know about my Path, perhaps? The techniques I could teach you?”“Of course, yes. But this
first.”“Very well. I inherited it from my family.”Lindon waited for more, but none came.“Did you
know all along?” He asked. “Is that why you...picked me?”This was one of the questions that had
needled him ever since he'd seen Eithan produce the marble with the void at its heart. Had
Eithan really singled him out because he saw a singular opportunity, or because he'd recognized
Suriel's marble? Was Lindon only special because of the glass ball in his hand?Eithan patted
the pocket on his right hip. “I keep mine in here. Close your eyes and stretch out your perception,
if you would.”Lindon followed instructions, reaching out to sense Eithan with the extra sense he'd
developed when he grew to Jade. He was still growing used to the impressions given by his
spiritual sense—it seemed to only feel the nature of madra, ignoring anything physical, so
something could feel as though it was right next to you even if it was blocked off by a brick
wall.At first, he felt Yerin's power: sharp, cold, and somehow not fully formed, like a gemstone
halfway through cutting. The sword on her hip gave off a different power, distant and cold as a
far-off mountain. He couldn't get a grasp of exactly how powerful that weapon was. Her belt...he
pulled his perception away from the belt. It always made him think of murder, of blood-drenched
hands and the scent of a slaughterhouse.He felt almost nothing from Eithan, as though the man



were made of air. Eithan had mentioned before that he wrapped his core in a veil: a technique
that allowed him to mask his power. Lindon wondered if Eithan would teach him, now that he had
enough power to mask.Sharpening his focus, he dove into Eithan's pocket and encountered...a
gap.He wouldn't have noticed anything strange if he hadn't been specifically looking for it, but it
was like something in Eithan's pocket was hidden, concealed so that he couldn't sense a hint.
He pushed further, tightening his perception, trying to penetrate it.He may as well have saved
his effort. Confused, he ran his perception into the marble he carried. Suriel's marble was warm
and comforting, even to his spiritual sense, and it also brought a sense of order, of rightness.
Like the flame added something into the world, rather than taking it away.When Lindon opened
his eyes, Eithan dipped into his pocket and withdrew the void marble. He held it up so that
Lindon could see: a perfectly clear orb the size of a man's thumbnail with a perfectly dark hole in
the center. Lindon still felt nothing, as though the object had no power whatsoever.“The legacy of
my bloodline works slightly differently,” Eithan explained. “An Arelius sees things as though with
our physical senses, seeing and hearing and smelling rather than picking up on spiritual
perception. As such, I saw the marble in your pocket like a ball of glass...but I could see nothing
inside.”He closed his own eyes and nodded. “Even now, I can see you holding a transparent ball,
but I can see no blue flame.” He tossed his own marble up and caught it. “As for mine, however, I
can pierce it quite easily with both my bloodline powers and my perception. It is the same for
you, yes?”Lindon nodded slowly. “So what did you think it was?”“Naturally, I assumed there was
something inside. I thought it was a Lord-stage barrier meant to protect a small treasure, or
perhaps a pill or construct. And I was very curious to learn what Copper had caught the eye of
an Underlord. It was only later that I began to suspect it had been produced by someone far
above any Underlord.”He held up the void marble, inspecting it. “As far as I knew, this was the
only example of such a heavenly relic in the world. If I ran into another, I would have expected it
to look like mine. How interesting that I was wrong.”“I would love to hear that story,” Lindon said,
sensing an opportunity. “I'm only too happy to share mine.”“He is,” Yerin confirmed, fiddling with
one of the edges of her outer robe. She must have been bored. “Shared it with me more than
once.”“And I would be delighted to listen,” Eithan said, closing his fist around his marble. “Later.
Unless this heavenly messenger told you something urgent?”Suriel had said he had thirty years,
and he'd spent slightly more than one. He supposed he could wait a little longer, though the
curiosity might kill him in the meantime. He sighed and shook his head.The glass ball vanished
into Eithan's pocket. “Excellent! Consider our conversation a prize for when you defeat Jai Long,
hm? Something to look forward to.”Lindon dipped his head in acknowledgement, but he wasn't
satisfied. Suriel had seen something in him, even if he wasn't quite sure what that was. She must
have seen something in Eithan as well, or at least someone else up there had.Eithan had said
more than once that he wanted to pursue the sacred arts to their height. And he thought Lindon
and Yerin had what it took to join him.Maybe the heavens thought so too.2Outpost 01:
OversightPeople from various worlds often likened the Way to a tree, or a branching vine. Suriel
had always thought of it more as a network of veins, stretching out in all directions from a central



heart. The Way touched everything, bringing order, stability, and protection from the ravages of
the void. Only in the shelter of the Way could life and reason exist.In the center of that heart of
the Way, at the nexus of everything that existed, was Oversight.As she drifted in endless blue,
thousands of kilometers away, she could see the entire station: one blue-and-green planet of
standard size orbited by no less than sixteen moons. Each of the moons was so close that it
almost looked like they skated along the planet's surface, and she could see city lights
blanketing every surface over all seventeen spheres.This was the headquarters of Makiel's First
Division: the Hounds.He had created this system himself, hand-selecting the fragments from the
void and binding them together with the force of his will. He had positioned it here, manipulating
the Way to enforce natural laws. The inhabitants of Outpost lived as naturally as they would in an
Iteration, but with an endless blue sky devoid of sun or stars.Twelve billion people lived here,
and the vast majority of them were not Abidan. They were simply people. They went about their
lives, living and dying with no knowledge of the greater cosmos.These were his ties to Fate.
Every sentient being was a tie to the Way, and even here at the heart of it all, Makiel wanted to
be closer.As staggered as she was every time she thought about the vast expenditure of time
and personal power that must have gone into the creation of this outpost, it frightened her as
much as it impressed her. Every other division of the Abidan was headquartered on Sanctum, so
they shared a cultural understanding that facilitated interaction.Not the Hounds. The First
Division was centered here.They tracked targets forward and backwards in time, reading Fate to
find criminals and predict disasters, and their official excuse for their location was a desire to see
as clearly as possible.Suriel had no doubt that was true. From Oversight, a sufficiently talented
Hound could glimpse the destiny of every Iteration in existence. It was especially easy to locate
those places where one Iteration's fate overlapped another's, and investigate for violations.But
even here, she couldn't sense Cradle.She touched the Way—so easy here—and simply
adjusted her position in space. One blue flash later, she stood on an endless arctic plain, a layer
of gray clouds overhead and snow drifting in the wind.The north pole of Oversight’s main planet.
Makiel’s home.She glanced down at the two hundred meters of snow and ice beneath her: this
was Makiel’s front door.Suriel tapped the Way, flexing her authority as the sixth Judge of the
Abidan Court. Blue power flared from her back like wings, and the seal on the door responded.A
symbol shone blue in response: a three-headed dog, one hundred meters in diameter. The
symbol of the Hounds.The ice cracked, sliding apart, snow trickling down in white waterfalls. The
ice split beneath her feet, but she stayed floating in the air until it had parted enough for her
shoulders. Then she let herself drift downwards.Into Makiel’s lair.The room beneath her was
huge, hundreds of meters, its tiles marked in a giant circle of runes meant to focus sight. It was lit
by a diffuse purple glow, all emanating from violet-edged “screens” that floated in the air at
various heights. These were celestial lenses, used by Judges and most high-ranking Abidan for
monitoring Iterations from the Way. They displayed images of the future, which looked odd to the
naked eye, as though they showed dreams. Actions would have two results, or would rewind and
play again on a loop. Numbers flashed with each image: chance of occurrence, temporal



deviation, Iteration number, and so on.The lenses opened like eyes even as others blinked shut.
They were rectangles, some as small as a palm and others as big as a barn wall, all angled
toward the center of the room. The chamber was packed with them, such that no one could
possibly see them all at once.Unless you were both powerful and very skilled.Makiel stood in the
center, surrounded by eyes. Manifestations of his Presence. His white-gauntleted hands were a
blur of motion as he tapped one eye and another, transmitting messages to one sector or
another. When he tapped an eye, it flashed blue and disappeared, transferred through the Way
to its destination. For every eye that disappeared, a celestial lens vanished.By her brief count, he
was tracking over a thousand threads of Fate at once, over hundreds of different worlds. Any
other Judge would have delegated this work, in order to focus their power and attention only
where it was needed. Not Makiel. The only busier Judge should be Telariel, the Spider, who
coordinated communications for all the Abidan and simultaneously scouted for invasions…but
he used his subordinates to cover practically every one of his duties.No wonder Makiel’s
Hounds worshiped him so. He was worth a division all on his own.The First Judge himself had
an unremarkable appearance. He looked like a natural human, as though his genetics had
remained the same since birth. Suriel, and every other Abidan she knew, had altered
themselves in some way to improve their performance. Rumor said that Makiel never had, and
that he worked solely on natural talent, but of course he would never allow a scan to confirm
those rumors.He had dark brown skin, slightly wrinkled like a man in his fifties, and silver at the
wings of his black, short hair. He was trim and solidly built, with a square jaw; as a girl, she would
have said he looked like a soldier. Only his eyes stood out, blazing a brighter violet than the
celestial lenses around him, as he watched Fate.“Suriel,” he said, and his voice resonated
through the room. “Will you verify for the record that Ozriel is dead?”Her Presence had prepared
her for this. Suriel had not told Sector Twenty-one the story of the survivors she’d pulled from
Ozriel’s shelter, but Makiel’s mandate included watching the past as well as the future. Her
actions would have alerted him, and he would be able to piece together a picture of the truth,
even from the ashes of a dead world.“I cannot,” she responded, finally settling down on the tiled
floor. “I am not myself convinced.” She could feel the energy passing through the circle beneath
her feet, urging her to gaze into the future.Makiel’s hands were still a blur, eyes fluttering into
existence and then vanishing several times a second. He didn’t seem to be looking at her, but
she knew he saw everything. “Yet he was already missing. Why stage his death?”The First
Judge would have considered all the possibilities already. He was asking her for her opinion, so
she gave it.“To encourage us to look for a replacement,” she said. “He has left us in a scenario
where we have no choice but to act as though he is dead. He may have thought that we would
simply wait for him to return, even as the cosmos crumbled around us.”[Based on models of
Ozriel’s personality, this explanation is sixty-two percent convincing,] her Presence told her. [And
only eighteen percent likely to be the sole explanation.]Makiel’s hands paused for half a second,
and she felt a ripple in Fate as possibilities began tumbling like a handful of dice. For her to feel
such a working even in the midst of his normal activity meant he had exerted himself. To check



something, or to change something? She would have to investigate later.“It seems your task has
ended, Suriel,” he said at last. “That took much less time than I anticipated. Ninety-two out of a
hundred projections had you on his trail for decades.”Her own predictions had suggested as
much. “And a twelve percent chance of finding him eventually,” she added. “In those cases, I had
a ninety-one percent chance of persuading him to return. How were your odds?”Makiel
gestured, and his Presence stopped manifesting. The arc of eyeballs in front of him vanished,
with a single purple eye hovering over his shoulder just as the gray ghost hovered on Suriel’s.
The celestial lenses in the room all remained frozen in the air, emitting violet light and flickering
with images and scrolling numbers.His eyes blazed as he faced her, crossing his hands behind
his back. “Tell me. What were you doing in Harrow?”Anger flooded her system, but she flushed it
out. He was provoking her, just as Gadrael had when he had sent her to Harrow. On Makiel’s
orders.“Is the Hound’s eye so blind that he can no longer see his own actions?”“Gadrael was
ordered to show you the cost of Ozriel’s absence. You chose to stay and cleanse the world
yourself.”Which he had surely known she would do, but she remained silent. She would not give
him excuses.“It only cost you a handful of standard months, but those were months in which you
were not seeking Ozriel. That you stumbled on evidence of him was due to his foresight, not your
own success as a hunter. And where were you before that?”It was dangerous, here in the heart
of Makiel’s power, but she couldn’t let him play her like a puppet. She activated her eyes and
scanned Fate.Immediately, she saw where he was headed with this line of questioning. He
hadn’t bothered to hide it. Her stomach twisted, and her anger gained greater heat before she
choked it off.“You were in Cradle,” he continued, overlooking her glimpse into the future. “Where
you knew you would not find Ozriel, because he could not hide there. He would have a better
chance of hiding in Sanctum itself than in Cradle, but you knew you had a plausible excuse for
checking his home world.”“I want to restore the Abidan,” she said, her power crackling blue in the
air between them. “You have been tearing the wound deeper for centuries.”She was trying to
distract him, to pull him away from his plan, but he remained doggedly focused. “You went to
Cradle for a breath of fresh air, to consider your options, to decide if you wanted to hunt Ozriel at
all. Convenient, then, that your search has ended before you ever started looking for him.”He
would go on for another minute if she didn’t stop him. He would say that she had been
manipulated by the Reaper, and allowed him his freedom. That if Ozriel was still on their side, he
would have told Suriel before his departure. She was his closest friend on the Court, after all.
There was no need to hide it from her, and then place an elaborate distraction to keep her from
looking for him.He was controlling her. Looking down on her. Exploiting her sympathy.That was
the Hound’s objective. Since she couldn’t deflect him, she cut straight to it. “If he didn’t want me
looking for him, there were easier ways to stop me.”“He knew you could find him,” Makiel said.
“Your odds of finding him must have been much higher without this plan. Since I didn’t know
about his fake death scene, I couldn’t factor it into my projections. He blinded me, and he kept
you sidetracked.”“Then he succeeded. I’m returning to my division.” She tapped into the Way,
preparing to depart directly. Leaving this way was disrespectful, but she was beyond caring. She



always left Makiel irritated if not disgusted. He had only summoned her here to produce the
results he wanted, and then he had the nerve to accuse someone else of manipulation.The
worst part was, he was probably right. Ozriel could have warned her about his departure, but he
hadn’t. He had moved her like a pawn to be manipulated.She would feel better if he really were
dead.“The quarantine,” Makiel said, before she left. “I would like your vote.”“Ozriel said he left a
total of sixteen shelters,” she said, light tearing into a blue-edged portal overlooking Iteration
001: Sanctum. “Evacuate the other fifteen, prepare those worlds for corruption, and you have my
vote.”“Already done.” When she turned back to the portal, he continued. “Now, let’s talk about the
changes you made to Cradle.”Behind her, all the screens vanished except one, which swelled to
take up the whole wall.It showed Wei Shi Lindon. He was tall and broad-shouldered, with short
black hair and his expression locked in a glower. He looked sullen even when he was fast
asleep, and she knew his face alone had provoked more than one fight.That face was even more
unpleasant now.His eyes were solid black but for the irises, which were solid red. They shone as
black fire gathered within his hands. He was practicing a new Path.[The Path of Black Flame,]
her Presence supplied. [Its sacred artists imitate the power of a tribe of black dragons.]Suriel
didn’t care about those details at the moment. Why had Makiel shown her this?She turned,
allowing her portal to close.Makiel fully faced the image on the lens, his hands still behind his
back, looking away from her. “What changes did you make in this young man’s life?” he
asked.She told the truth, as it would not matter. The Eledari Pact only prevented Abidan from
changing the destiny of a healthy Iteration. Saving one young man’s life wouldn’t have altered
anything. “He was caught in a spatial violation, which I reverted. After conversing with him, I
determined that he was fated to die in a disaster, and I set him on a course to prevent it.”“You
stayed within the bounds of the Pact,” Makiel agreed. “But someone else did not.”Cradle’s
deviation. It hadn’t been her interference after all. But who…The answer came to her before she
even finished answering the question.“Ozriel left something behind, it seems,” Makiel went on.
“For his descendants.”The picture changed to show a man in his early thirties, handsome and
smiling, with blond hair trailing behind him. He wore a silk robe of fine blue, and he looked down
fondly on someone: Yerin, the girl that Suriel had told Lindon to seek. She scowled at a pale
white sword as she knelt on the ground, invisible blades cutting at the dirt around her and
nicking the edges of her robes. Two silver blades hung on thin arms over her shoulders:
Goldsigns.The man was training her. Eithan Arelius, an Underlord in the Arelius family.A touch of
anger entered Makiel’s voice. “Ozriel’s bloodline, from before he was Ozriel. He worked against
us before he ever gained his Mantle.”Now it was starting to come together in Suriel’s mind. Some
artifact of Ozriel’s had been recently found by one of his descendants, altering that man’s
destiny. Then Suriel’s actions had changed Lindon’s direction.And the two had collided.On their
own, neither of those changes had been significant. Together, they would be exponentially more
dangerous. And more difficult to predict.“Their actions would have affected all of Cradle,” the
Hound said. “They would work for decades, changing the Iteration, and eventually derailing it
entirely. I cannot see any further than thirty years in Cradle’s future.”That was chilling. Either it



meant that Cradle would be destroyed so soon, or it would have changed so drastically that its
relationship to Fate shifted. Either way, they couldn’t jeopardize their Cradle. It produced an
Abidan candidate every century or so: far more than any other Iteration.“I will resolve this,” Suriel
said heavily.“This is a violation of Fate. It is the mandate of Makiel.” He shifted his gaze to her.
“However, I will act with a gentle hand. I intend to accelerate events so that they cannot stay
within the confines of the world for so long. The faster they are gone, the lesser the
damage.”“You have a solution?”
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psycho_raze, “Thank you Will for bringing us along on this journey :-D. A good follow-up within
the Cradle series but not necessarily a great follow-up. This is a book that is tasked with the set-
up of the rest of Will Wight's story imo. As a result, it feels almost like half a book. Don't get me
wrong, it's still entertaining and I have no regrets about purchasing it as soon as it was out.A lot
of incidents occur in this book and they seemed rushed. Lindon's development seems halted
(even though his growth will be picked up in the following books) while Yerin continues to be
awesome as usual (but isn't fleshed out as well int his book as with the previous books). I think
Will Wight could have gotten away with another 50 or so pages to tell the same story but giving it
a little more time to develop while allowing himself more space/time to flesh everything out.All in
all, I'd say this was the weakest book in the series so far but that won't stop me from buying the
next as soon as it's out. I appreciate what the author is doing. It's not easy being a fan and
waiting years for the followup book in a series and the author understands this based on the fact
that Will has managed about 2 or so books in this series every year. I appreciate that and look
forward to continuing this journey with Lindon and the rest of the team. I hope the coming books
as just as good if not better than the first 3. I re-read those recently and am still amazed by them
(the second book in the series is probably my favorite).Thank you Will for bringing us along on
this journey :-D”

Michael Delaney, “Wight delivers with amazing intensity. Travis Baldree continues to put on one
hell of a performance narrating this story, the story is great, but his narration really delivers this
home. This series is so addictive and Skysworn is such a fantastic continuation, and I might even
say that this has even topped Blackflame as the best of the series so far.“When a horse carries a
man, which of them is the stronger party? It is only suitable that a dragon should carry lesser
creatures.”Books 1-3 were a lot more fast paced with its power progression of Lindon. Skysworn
is still fast paced, but it takes a different tactic by focusing more on the character development
side, both Lindon and Yerin took a huge leap forward and has contributed to making them both,
much better characters. Despite that, Eithan was still the star of this story because of his playful
personality delivering his humorous lines. There are also some new additional characters that
make their introduction that I know I’m going to end up loving.“Eithan looked from his enemy’s
weapon to his own. “Longhook, is it? You can call me Tiny Scissors.”There was much more
action involved this time as we not only got to see the much anticipated battle between Jai Long
and Lindon. But as the synopsis states, there is much more at stake than just that battle, and
Wight delivers on that with so much intensity that you’ll want to back track and read it again.
What I really love the most though, is how Wight teases the overall story arc of the Abidans in
each book. The further we get into the series, the more answers we get while also asking more
questions.”



SkyGrey, “Fantastic!. This book really pulled me back in as the pace picked back up and kept
moving forward. As I suspected, the duel between Lindon and Jai Long was so much more
about everyone else and not really between themselves. Jai Long is grateful to have his sister
well again. Just hope they are all able to survive the destruction that is upon them.I loved the
Skysworn and how it drove them crazy how Eithan was always able to pop in with his friends to
visit Lindon. Orthos always munching on a wall, rock or chair always makes me laugh. Now when
I watch the horses out back I think how Orthos would be tromping around snacking on the fence,
trees and concrete lol.There is still more to Eithan that we just don’t know yet. Is he trying to save
Cradle or just his chosen to go to another world? I think he knows a lot more than he tells
anyone. I know whatever happens it will blow me away! Can Suriel spin time back to fix
anything?”

Jennifer C., “Things are really heating up now!. The speed and tension are starting to build. Not
only do we get to Lindon's duel with Jai Long (he loses - don't worry, that's actually a good thing
- for both of them), but one of the Dread Gods is awakening. While Eithan is sent to ask Akura
Malice (wow, what a name. I definitely look forward to seeing more of her) to ask her to help fight
against the Bleeding Phoenix, because only the Monarchs are strong enough to face off against
a Dread God. At the same time, Lindon and Yerin join the Blackflame Empire military to fight
against the Redmoon cultists.I loved meeting Mercy in this book. She is such a light, bright
personality. despite who her mother is. And then we get that reveal from Eithan! Man, that was
crazy. There are certainly some big days ahead of for our favorite trio.While I liked this book, it
wasn't quite good enough to surpass book 3 as favorite for me. But it is a very close second.
Book 5 should be good.”

Manie Kilian, “A wide eyed surprise. The wraparound Yerin has about her stomach, was until
now somewhat of a mystery. But what it turns out to be, really is a knockout surprise in the
end.As is the Phoenix as a dreadbeast.In fact, Skysworn has quite a number of surprises in
store for the reader following the Cradle series. Some rather nasty ones too.Like the locking up
of Lindon as a danger to the empire as a Blackflame adept.But it is especially the expansion of
whatever we know of Yerin and Eithan that I found most illuminating and appreciated.The
Skysworn has been a rather wide eyed surprise from start to finish.Enjoy.”

Alan, “Epically Awesome.. Wow, I'm absolutely loving this series, it really is quite phenomenal. I
still have six books to go and they just get and better as the story continues. Will Wight has
brought us fantastic characters and the world he has built for us to get lost in, is just brilliant.
With the magic system, Underlords, dreadgods, bloodspawn, truegolds and lowgolds is very
intriguing and so fast paced and full of action will have you're head spinning. Lindon has become
a Blackflame, he is too dangerous to remain free. The Skysworn, protectors of the Empire, have
imprisoned him to keep him under control until the day of his promised fight arrives. His year



long anticipated wait has finally come to face Jai Long. What will be the outcome for Lindon.
When a new danger approaches the Empire, closer every day. Only the Skysworn stand
between the people of the land and total annihilation. With Lindon and Yerin becoming very
powerful and being under lock and key by the skysworn, they may be forced to join them and
face what's to come. Just fantastic, highly recommend...”

Bauoh, “Dread god is an apt name.. The characters and the plot were getting stifled with the
rigidity of the Skysworn in book 4. So, 4/5 stars.But, we got a new addition to the cast! We got to
see a monarch in action! New enemies and a better understanding of the heights Lindon has to
achieve to save his people. Dread god is an apt name.. the body horror from the victims.”

A. G. Williams, “Great read. Crack cocaine for the masses.Yes I know it gives you a dopamine hit
every time the protagonist gets better, but somehow it does it in a more lasting and fulfilling way
than e.g. a lot of other Wuxia or LitRGPG books.If you read the first book you'll probably end up
reading all 10”

Hilary Trott, “Epic adventure. Twists and turns in the story leave the reader wondering in what
direction things will go next, yet it is, when it happens, still a surprise. Eager to follow the
adventure further, so heading for the next book now!”

The book by Will Wight has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3,783 people have provided feedback.
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